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NSV 24505 (GSC 1578-1162, 18h33m47:s58, +19Æ02014:007, V = 11:2) was found to bevariable during the photographi survey onduted by Collins (1992) as part of the UKNova Searh Programme, and reported under the name TAV 1831+19, assigned by TheAstronomer group. It is not reorded on the True Visual Magnitude Photographi StarAtlas but does appear on the Atlas Stellarum. The NSV designation was given in thereent supplement (Kazarovets et al. 1998) on the basis of Collins' report overing the �rstthree years of observations. Photographi observations have ontinued up to the presenttime and an analysis of these, together with additional observations by Takamizawa andHaseda, is presented here.The variable is the northern omponent of a lose (� 500) N-S pair with the slightlyfainter star, GSC 1578-1746 (V = 12:1). The GSC and USNO A1.0 atalogues give similarpositions but the pair does not appear in USNO A2.0. The variable is also identi�ed withthe weak infrared soure FSC 18315+1859.Collins' observations were made with a 135-mm  f=2:8 lens and reorded on gashypered Kodak TehPan 2415 �lm. Takamizawa and Haseda's observations were bothmade with 10-m f=4 twin patrol ameras using Kodak T-Max 400 �lm. The band passof all the systems givingmpv is very broad. The magnitude of the variable was determinedby visual inspetion of the �lms, relative to nearby stars with GSC magnitudes.The data were analysed using a least-squares sine periodogram, whih is shown inFigure 1. The only signi�ant peaks appear at a period of 163 days and its 1-year and1-day aliases. A �t to the data with this period gives an amplitude, �m � 0:m7 whih isnot unexpeted for a semiregular variable. The phase diagram for this period is shown inFigure 2. After subtrating this variation from the data a searh for seondary periodsrevealed nothing. The quantity of data merits a loser look at the light urve, whihis shown in some detail in Figure 3. Di�erent types of behaviour are learly visible atdi�erent times. A strong ylial, pattern onsistent with the 163 day period an beseen (JD � 2447600, 2449000) but there are also very rapid variations, where the wholemagnitude range is overed in � 30 days (JD � 2448350, 2449850), and yles with onlymarginal variation (JD � 2448000, 2451300). Reent visual observations disussed byCollins et al. (2001) suggest more rapid variations, although their extent is diÆult toassess.
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Figure 1. The least-squares sine periodogram of all the photographi data, showing the relativestandard deviation with frequeny. The main feature lies at a period of 163 days, while the seondfeature is the 1-year alias. Other than the 1-day aliases there are no signi�ant features above 0.1yles day�1

Figure 2. The phase diagram of the photographi data folded with a period of 163 days, with the dataof Collins (�lled irles and upper limits), Takamizawa (�lled squares) and Haseda (�lled triangles)identi�ed
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Figure 3. Light urve of NSV 24505 for 1989{2000, from the photographi observations. The samesymbols are used as in Figure 2. Eah panel shows 1200 days and the di�erent phases of ylial,marginal and rapid variation an be seen. The mean light urve from Figure 2 has been over plotted
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NSV 24505 is shown to be a semiregular variable with a basi period of 163 days, whihhas remained viable through over ten years of data. Signi�ant additional variation inthe form of larger and more rapid variations are superimposed together with periods ofredued ativity. There do not appear to be any signi�ant seondary periodiities.
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